Backbone cleavages of [M - H](-) anions derived from caerin 1 peptides and some synthetic modifications. Molecular recognition initiating internal cyclisation of Glu23.
The collision induced spectra of [M - H](-) anions from of caerin 1 peptides and some synthetic modifications show the usual alpha, beta and beta' backbone cleavages together with Ser (epsilon,gamma) and Glu (gamma) cleavages which break the peptide backbone in the vicinity of those residues. All of these cleavages require the peptide backbone to be flexible. There is also a backbone cleavage of a type not observed before. This cleavage involves nucleophilic attack of the carboxylate anion of the Glu23 side chain at the backbone CH of Ile 21. We propose that this cleavage requires the caerin peptide to be in an alpha helical conformation (the 3D structure that this peptide adopts in solution) in order that the interacting groups are held in close proximity.